MBA Alumni Networking Social
April 7, 2017
6pm
Location TBD, Greensboro, NC

Tarik Gaertner
Tarik Gaertner's ('15 MBA) capstone project was exactly the kind of internationally rich experience he sought when he chose BiP, a unique Bryan School program that allows German students with company sponsorship to complete their MBA at UNCG in one year.

Mehek Khera
An unnerving experience at an Institute for Supply Management case competition illustrates how Mehek Khera's ('16 MBA) Bryan School education helped to sharpen her innate ability to succeed when faced with the new and unexpected.

Iva Wepner
When Iva Wepner ('16 MBA) was searching for a program that would position her as a standout performer in a successful career, she turned to a favorite adage. "Tell me and I'll forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I'll understand."

Gary L. Smith ('85 MBA) named new CEO of North State Aviation
Henry Tsuei ('89 MBA): "FinTech" success story
Dhruv Patel ('04 MBA) creates program to help Triangle startups to $55M in funding
Tom Webster ('04 MBA) among speakers for Next Radio's 6th conference
Cynamon Frierson ('12 MBA): 5 Lessons Learned When I Switched to Nonprofit Communications & Marketing
Justin Streuli ('11 MBA), Zac Engle ('11 MBA) and Leslie Thomas ('07 MBA) earn spots on Triad Business Journal's 40 Under 40 list

Lasse Palomaki ('18 MBA) takes business across borders
Fan Cheung: A wonderfully fun and unexpected career in IT
Senior Research Award winner Dr. Nir Kshetri studies how the most advanced technology can help transform the least developed countries
Bryan School named among top five value big data graduate schools
UNCG MBA capstone project brings home national award
UNCG's Bryan School named Best in Vets by Military Times

Click here for more news and updates